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MY EXPERIENCE / WHAT I WAS NERVOUS ABOUT

My name is Isla Williams and I went to Mount Pleasant Primary school!On 

my first day in Bassaleg,I arranged to meet girls from my primary as I 

thought that I would be on my own! But that wasn’t the case as I made 

loads of new friends straight away! There will be a mixture of people 

from different schools in your form , even though there might be one or 

two people/friends from your primary, you will quickly form new 

friendships.I was worried about getting lost , but the teachers allow you 

to find your way round the school in between lessons and you soon get to 

know where everything is! There are lots of paintings on the walls ,that 

help guide you where you need to be , plus all your form are 

trying to find the same place, so you can all work it out 

together !   



CONTINUED. . . . . .

I was also nervous about catching the bus as my parents always took me 

to and from school . But there was no need to be nervous and this quickly 

became one of my favourite parts of the day  and again where i met 

loads of new friends. Plenty of time is given to allow you to find the bus 

bay and the right bus with teachers around to help if you need it !



Subjects 

As well as the usual subjects like maths,english,science,history there are 

a lots of new and exciting subjects in Bassaleg which i really enjoyed and 

had never done before. These include subjects like:

Nutrition ~ you can explore and learn various cooking techniques that can 

help you in the future.

Spanish ~ learning a new language 

Engineering ~ designing and making projects 

Wellbeing ~ General life advice 



Continued . . . . . .

You will have a different teacher for every subject and a different 

classroom too. My favourite subjects are : 

Art ~as you get too experiment with different medias and get to use 

different techniques.

Science ~ You get to do many different practicals meaning you can do 

lots of experiments 

Nutrition ~ as it teaches you cooking techniques for the future 



HOW TO BE ORGANISED

TOP TIP ~ my top tip is to always pack your bag the night before school 

so you don’t rush and forget something in the mornings. You can always 

re-check you have the right books and equipment in the mornings if you 

are worried about forgetting  something!

Stock your pencil case well,I make sure i always have at least two pens 

and pencils for the school day along with a ruler,rubber,sharpener and 

coloured pens/pencils. For maths you will also need a math geometry set 

and a scientific calculator , i also suggest doing any homework on the day 

you receive it if possible so it's done out of the way and not forgotten or 

left last minute. 



SCHOOL TRIPS AND COMMUNITY DAYS 

There are many more school trips in bassaleg as there are a lot more 

subjects because there are more subjects. They can be day trips or for 

a few days which is residential.This year i went to london to seethe lion 

king and visit the national british museum for our expressive arts 

topic.There was also a trip to Llangrannog for a year 7 which you had to 

apply for and be chosen to go if you wished too.There are also many 

community days in bassaleg where we raise money or support the chosen 

theme or charity through various activities!
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These included:

World sepsis day ~ non uniform wearing a splash of pink

#Hellowyellow ~ non uniform wearing a splash of yellow 

Children in need ~ non uniform

World book day ~ dress up as favourite book character 

Sports relief ~ dress up in sports wear 



BREAK DOWN OF THE SCHOOL DAY 

~8:30 - FORM TIME                        ~1:20 - LUNCH 

~9:00 - FIRST LESSON                    ~2:05 - FIFTH LESSON 

~10:00 - SECOND LESSON                ~3:05 - END OF SCHOOL

~11:00 - BREAK

~11:20 - THIRD LESSON

~12:20 - FOURTH LESSON



3 GOOD SURPRISES

1~ Catching the bus is so much fun-it’s a really social part of the day 

with friends.

2~ There are numerous lunchtime and after school clubs-depending on 

what you like varying from sports to dancing to chess club or even bible 

studies for example, the list is endless.

3~ Unlike primary school-Bassaleg allowed me to have more responsibility 

with things like catching,packing the correct and doing my homework. It's 

good in the way i found out i'm actually very responsible. 



i
Thank-you for 
reading. Good 
luck in Bassaleg.

ISLA WILLIAMS 7BCR


